Test Your Football Vocabulary
Football Vocabulary: Coaching

Write the English words under the pictures.

Fill in the gaps in the sentences with the correct form of the English football vocabulary!

1. When coaches want to put players into groups, they make the players wear _______ so that they can see which players are in which group.

2. Coaches make players jump over _______ to make their legs stronger.

3. Coaches use _______ to help players practise skills like shooting.

4. When a coach wants to give instructions to players that are a long way away, they speak into a _______.

5. Coaches divide the training area into different zones by marking the areas with _______.

6. Coaches help players improve their footwork by making them jump through the rungs of a _______.

7. Coaches can check how fast players can run by timing them using a _______.

8. Players practice their ball control by dribbling the ball between _______.

9. Coaches show players movements around the pitch on paper attached to a _______.

10. When coaches want players to improve their mobility, they make them jump into and out of _______.

Answers: 1 - bibs, 2 - hurdles, 3 - portable goals, 4 - megaphone, 5 - cones, 6 - foot ladder, 7 - stopwatch, 8 - poles, 9 - clipboard, 10 - agility rings.